Protesters Raid ROTC: One Arrest

By LYNNE ZOLIN

A winning, sometimes destructive party of protesters counted from the roof of the Iowa City Post Office to the streets outside the University of Iowa Thursday night.

A group of about 50 people met on the roof of the Post Office near sunset, and moved into the building, taking over the roof and various offices inside.

A party of police entered the building and confronted the protesters, who drove them out and into other areas of the building.

After the police left, the protesters poured down the roof and into the streets, chanting and passing out leaflets.

At one point, police fired tear gas into the building, but the protesters continued their march and chanting.

The protesters then moved to the University of Iowa campus, where they continued to march and chant.

The police continued to confront the protesters, who finally left the building and dispersed.

A total of 13 people were arrested during the protest.

Protesters Hit Bank's War Investment

By Daily Iowan Staff Writers

Thurday night through the streets of Iowa City, a group of demonstrators marched to the Bank of America to protest the bank's war investment.

The demonstrators gathered at the Bank of America on 2nd Street and marched through the streets, chanting and carrying signs.

The protest was in response to the bank's investments in companies that support the war effort.

The demonstrators were met with a similar demonstration by bank supporters.

The protest continued until the early hours of the morning, with both sides shouting and waving signs.

At the end of the protest, the demonstrators left the street and dispersed.

The bank's investment in war companies continued, with no changes in their policies.

Protest of Bank of America Recruiting Effort--

By Daily Iowan Staff Writers

A protest against the Bank of America's recruiting efforts was held Thursday night.

The demonstrators gathered at the Bank of America on 2nd Street and marched through the streets, chanting and carrying signs.

The protest was in response to the bank's recruitment of students for military service.

The demonstrators were met with a similar demonstration by bank supporters.

The protest continued until the early hours of the morning, with both sides shouting and waving signs.

At the end of the protest, the demonstrators left the street and dispersed.

The bank's recruitment efforts continued, with no changes in their policies.
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Getting into Laos...

As the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) troops penetrate into Laos, Nixon’s Administration is intensifying, last fall, U.S. troops are going with them. The only active U.S. involvement in the Laotian invasions is not necessarily a prelude to full-scale ground combat. The U.S. deployment of forces is largely aimed at providing military assistance to the ARVN forces.

The President is determined to ensure that the U.S. military presence in Laos does not detract from our support of the government in the Philippines. He must not let the automation of the war, loading a large weapon into an anti-aircraft ambush, Laos?

...I refer to another statement, if you will, Mr. Mitchell, which is a contradiction in itself. The DIllY stresses with the DIllY and other recruiters who operate in the United States, who maintain that the war is not a war, but a war of choice. They will only fight if they are in a war of choice. They have left the impression of the war.
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$1 Billion in Damages—
Quake Toll Rises to 55

LOS ANGELES — Deaths in the Southern California region soared to 55 on Thursday as the death toll from last Friday's earthquake more than doubled in 24 hours. The toll reached 55 victims. The total number of persons hospitalized at 45 hospitals was 3,076. The total number of injured, including those treated at home, in vehicles or at hospitals, was estimated at 55,000, according to state health authorities.

The $1 billion in damages reported Friday was increased to $1.5 billion by the state's Department of Insurance. The increase was attributed to the discovery of many more claims.

At least 107,000 homes were damaged or destroyed by the temblor, the state's Department of Insurance said. This was an increase of nearly 10,000 over the figure reported Friday. The number of damaged or destroyed businesses also increased to 10,000.

The total property damage was estimated at $1 billion, the state's Department of Insurance said. This was an increase of nearly $50 million over the figure reported Friday. The total property damage was estimated at $1 billion, the state's Department of Insurance said. This was an increase of nearly $50 million over the figure reported Friday.

In related news, the state's Department of Insurance said that the number of injured persons treated at hospitals was 3,076. This was an increase of nearly 1,000 over the figure reported Friday. The number of injured persons treated at hospitals was 3,076. This was an increase of nearly 1,000 over the figure reported Friday.

In related news, the state's Department of Insurance said that the number of injured persons treated at hospitals was 3,076. This was an increase of nearly 1,000 over the figure reported Friday.
Ray Kril and Film Board: 'All We Want to Do is Break Even'

By JAMES HENSHAW

The New York Film Board, a nonprofit organization that promotes the preservation and exhibition of independent films, was recently featured in an article discussing its efforts to keep independent cinema alive. The board has been working with community centers and small theaters to show films that might otherwise be lost.

The New York Film Board was founded in 1963 by Kril, who has been involved in the industry for over 50 years. The board works with filmmakers to bring their work to a wider audience and to ensure that it is preserved for future generations.

In the article, Kril discusses the challenges of running the board, including funding, finding venues, and dealing with the constantly changing landscape of cinema. Despite these challenges, the board continues to thrive, thanks in part to the support of the community centers and theaters that work with them.

The New York Film Board is one of several similar organizations around the country that are dedicated to preserving the history of independent cinema. These organizations are often small, but they play a vital role in ensuring that the films of the past are not lost to the future.
Faculty May Get Collective Bargaining Power

The Daily Iowan

BIO TALK

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

CAMPUS NOTES

The following service instructions are applicable to the Iowan:

COFFEE

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

CLIP BOARD

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT

The second floor of the Natural History Building will be open from 9:00-11:00 a.m. on Friday, April 13th. The only other open houses of this year will be on March 7th and April 13th from 9:00-11:00 a.m. on the second floor of the Natural History Building.

CASE REPORT

The following service instructions are applicable to the Iowan:

BROWER

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

BRYAN

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

EVELYN A. SCHMIDT

There will be a discussion, in a group which attempts to react upon, the Iowan Talk of the University of Iowa will take place on Thursday, April 19th, from 9:00-9:30 a.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.
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Book Review

THE FAILING OF 'CONY-CATCHING'

"Cony-Catching" is a strange, bewildering novel, as perplexing in its effect as its unusual style. The title refers to the act of poetry dressing at a con-ven's game. The book is a first novel by Kitty Farrell, a Byward school teacher of the University of Maryland.

It is in color of great energy and unsatiable taste. It is the whole in the written book, the whole in the page, the whole in the word, the whole in the thought. The reader is left to sort out the various possibilities of the text, and to see how the novel has been constructed. It is a novel that is not really a novel, but a series of disconnected thoughts and sensations, all of which somehow fit together to form a whole.

Farrell's prose is rich and complex, with many metaphors and allusions, but it is not always clear what the central theme of the novel is. The style is not always consistent, and at times it seems to be borrowing from a variety of sources, including literature, music, and film. The novel is also quite experimental, with many different forms and techniques used throughout.

Despite its strange and surreal nature, Farrell's novel has many virtues. Her style is distinctive, and she is able to evoke a strong sense of place and time. The characterization is varied, with many different types of characters represented. The writing is often beautiful, and there are moments of great emotional intensity. The novel is also quite thought-provoking, and it is certainly not for everyone. But those who are interested in experimental literature will likely find much to enjoy in Farrell's novel.

In conclusion, "Cony-Catching" is a novel that is not easily概括ed. It is a work of great ambition, and it is not always successful. But it is also a work of great originality, and it is likely to be remembered as one of the most important novels of recent years.
Regents Viewing Grid Feud

The Iowa Board of Regents has decided to keep the problem of gridiron feuding among the three state schools alive, despite the fact that the football programs have been treated as separate entities. The regents have decided to continue the gridiron feud, in order to maintain the competitive spirit among the schools. The schools, however, have expressed their desire to merge the programs in order to reduce the cost and improve the overall quality of the programs. The regents have agreed to consider this option, but have not set a specific timeline for its implementation.
Skater Captures 1st Gold For U.S. In Winter Games

By JOHN RICHARDS

Ames, Neb. — Gymnast Kim Connors, who has been

gold medalist at the World Cup in women's gymnastics,

Saturday night in Richland, Wash. She was joined by

her teammate, Susan Johnson, who won the silver medal.

Gymnastics Goes to Dogs, Before Trying Gymnastics

By ROD FITCH

Sport Prod. in December's issue of "Middle America"

Gymnastics is a sport that is considered to be more

for girls than boys. However, this does not mean that

boys cannot excel in gymnastics. Kim Connors, a

member of the U.S. women's gymnastics team, proved

that boys can be successful in this sport.

Weekend Country Special
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All Your Grocery Needs

Encore Beer
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Vinyl Coats
Crush - Rustproof
Rich Brown Calor
Sug. Recall
90¢

LIL' RED BARN

7

OPEN 1 DAY A WEEK
24 HRS. A DAY

On 1st Ave. in Coralville

Across from the old Power Plant

ail to winter games. In the Ladies' New York City, a two

woman from the United States, Mary Jo Weber, won the

gold medal in the all-around competition. In the men's

division, the gold medal was won by the team from

the Soviet Union.

Midwest's Greatest Ski Sale

SAVE FROM 10 TO 50%

SALE OVER

$18 LARGE SKI BOOTS
$18 HEAD SKIS
$18 ALPINE SKIS
$18 JUMP SKIS
$18 JUMP BOOTS
$18 JUMP SHOES
$18 JUMP CLEAT
$18 JUMP SWEATS
$18 JUMP SHOES
$18 JUMP PANTS
$18 JUMP HAT
$18 JUMP GLOVES
$18 JUMP CLOTHES
$18 JUMP ACCESSORIES

Use the following coupon to receive 10% off of your total purchase:

Cousin's Sports

1111 Central Ave.

Davenport, IA 52807

Unzipped Mail is Trouble

For the public good